character education and Values growth normally happens over various years and inside various situations. Since relatives are the primary people with whom one comes into contact the impact of the family keeps on being critical to a kids's values and character development. This reality is especially suitable in the preschools and early school years. As understudies progress through state funded schools, it is significant that their training give instructional chances, unequivocal and verifiable that help them build up their convictions about what is correct and great.
Introduction
The disintegration of human values in our general public today, has turned into a marvel.
There is a chafing interest to collect riches, influence and status to the absolute rejection of humanness in us. With the pernicious fear of inadequacy and failure our several students are lies, vindications (pardons), satisfying, paying off and stooping. Numerous understudies look for assistance from specialists. Understudies appear, the quantity of such understudies have expanded by around 10% in towns, by 30% in urban communities like Madras and by half in urban areas like Bangalore. The most widely recognized side effects of such understudies are: wretchedness, withdrawal, evading school, uneasiness, and so forth. These discoveries are uncovering.
With responsible and ethical individuals by educating them the great qualities that individuals ought to have the Character education is a teaching method which encourages the improvement. It shows the understudies the benefits of thinking about other individuals, responsibility, honesty and significant characteristics that make for an upstanding resident. 
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Nowadays, with most families, the youngsters are frequently taken off alone with nobody to control them. This is the reason schools need to actualize character education with the goal that the understudies know the right way they should stroll on.
Figure 2: Value based education factors
Principles of Character Education
There's no exact recipe for an educational program that joins character teaching. Likewise with any way to deal with learning, there are various hypotheses on the best way to impart character attributes and positive values. This likewise varies as per culture and the age of the students.
There are, in any case, certain general rules that character study backers concur upon. Some principles of Character teaching are given as follows:
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1. To help this procedure, schools make minding and steady networks.
2. Schools make a provoking scholastic condition to enables understudies to create character.
3.
A complete meaning of character, which incorporates musings, feelings, and activities. 11. Instructors and all school staff are a piece of a moral learning network and hold fast to similar qualities that they educate.
